An individualized approach to the hypertensive patient with renal disease: six illustrative case studies.
One of the biggest challenges in medicine is the area of therapeutics, wherein the physician attempts to match the needs of the individual patient with a specific agent from the pharmacopeia, at the dose that might be best suited to treat the individual's problem. A great deal of the art of medicine is involved in this "matching process," in which the scientific aspects of diagnosis and therapy meet with the physician's knowledge of clinical pharmacology. The abbreviated case histories of six patients who came to the author with specific questions regarding therapy of their hypertension and renal impairment illustrate the fact that one of any number of therapies might have reduced blood pressure in these patients, but in each, there was a specific reason to attempt a single approach first. If physicians could better understand and extrapolate the results of clinical research to the treatment of specific patients, choice of therapy might become more successful.